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Abstract –
Utilization of Information Technology (IT) is now entered in a very good condition that can
be used in every aspect of life. Utilization of good IT will generate benefits for its users in utilizing
IT. As well as in the field of employee payroll information systems are needed in every company, by
utilizing IT media companies will be faster in processing data and generate payroll reports are also
fast. However, although much work can be done by using computers, especially the internet at this
time is not entirely the company still using the manual system. Thus, with the purpose of facilitating
the application of IT media required a system to be integrated into the company level. In order for
payroll data processing system employees can be done well, then the software development process is
based on the correct software system and by going through the process of analysis and design of an
object-oriented system. The hope of this study is to provide convenience for companies in performing
payroll data processing employees.
Keywords – Payroll, attendance, UML (Unified Modeling language), useful for users
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I. INTRODUCTION
In the era of all-modern today
technology is becoming increasingly
sophisticated. The use of computers is one
of the most important things in the life of
the community extensively, not only in the
world of work, health and government, but
also in everyday life. The application of
computer-based information becomes an
absolute necessity and can provide a
competitive advantage so that it gets high
priority on corporate, hospital, or
government environments. Therefore, the
use of computers is very important
especially for data processing, thus
minimizing the error rate in inputting data
or making reports. A company needs a
system that can assist the work in
processing employee payroll data. Actually,
the company has been utilizing IT in
performing payroll data processing
employees, but the company is still not
maximized in utilizing the IT media. The
process runs from employee payroll system
in the company by utilizing Microsoft
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Excel in data processing employees.
Therefore in this study proposes to build
model of employee payroll system
integrated with employee absenteeism, so
that later will easily get report about
employee salary status.
II. RELATED WORK
Payroll is a compensation payment
based on a position or position such as a
Manager, Supervisor, Secretary, factory
employee and others paid on time such as
employees receiving daily, weekly or monthly
wages [1, 2, 3, 4, 5]. The basic salary in an
enterprise is arranged according to rank and
rank level [6, 7, 8, 9]. Supplement to the basic
wage or salary in its function is related to the
implementation of the task, in the framework of
social functions, and as an incentive. Benefits
related to the performance of duties are job
allowances, both structural positions and
functional positions [10, 11, 12, 13]. In
addition, the worker is entitled to JAMSOSTEK
(Social Security of Workers) as a protection for
the worker in the aid of compensation in the
form of money as the replacement of a portion
of lost or reduced income and services as a
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result of events or circumstances experienced
by workers in the form of work accidents,
sickness, pregnancy, childbirth, old age, and
death, this is adjusted to the conditions of the
company [14, 15, 16]. Overtime hours are
working hours exceeding 8 hours a day and 40
hours a week for 5 working days a week or
work time on weekly rest days and or on
official public holidays set by the government
[17, 18]. Or work time exceed 7 hours a day or
40 hours a week for 6 working days per week.
Overtime work can only be 3 hours in 1 day and
14 hours in 1 week. This provision shall not
apply to overtime work on rest days or public
holidays.
Analysis of the current system starts
from the employee performs absenteeism, HRD
makes absentee recap and then given to finance
to input to Ms. Excel is subsequently calculated
and then printed after it is given to the
chairperson for review and approval, once
approved then given to finance to print the
paycheck and give the salary to each employee.
in this research used Unified Modeling
Language (UML) program to describe current
process and process, use use case diagram, and
Activity diagram that is as follows: In the
proposed system design, there is Login or
permissions for Finance and Admin can enter
into the system created. By filling out the
Available forms, and calculations that can be
directly known to the results. there are also
payroll reports and live paychecks.

system, the admin can manage the existing
content in the system, but cannot manage in
addition to wanting deletion of user data, all
done by super admin , the owner or the leader

can only view the reports displayed in the
system and the employee can see information
about the attendance. The description of the
proposed system can be seen in the use case
diagram in Fig.1.
Fig 1. Use case diagram payroll system

III. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
After the analysis, then this is the
stage to see the results in accordance with
the analysis made in accordance with the
needs.

III. METHOD
Here is a system running on the
company XYZ: (1). the absentee calculation
process, every day the employee fills in the
attendance list of the employee who
subsequently corrected the financial section,
attendance list of the absent employees due to
illness, permission, leave, alpha, (2) salary
calculation process, in this process the finance
section takes the employee attendance register
file, employee records, and allowances and
deductions to be processed as inputs in salary
calculations and outputs in the form of payrolls
stored in the payroll file and (3). the process of
making the report, in this process the financial
section to take a salary file containing a payroll
to be made a report that will be submitted to
the leadership of the company. From the
system running, then made a proposal system
about the payroll system employees who are
more utilizing the IT media. Proposed system
created, there are actors involved in the
system, such as employees, leaders, admin and
super admin. They have different tasks, such
as: super admin has the task of managing all
the content or the contents that exist in the
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Fig 2. Form login users
In the picture above explains that, all users
before entering into the system must login first
by entering the username and password, if the
username and password are correct, then users
will enter into the system according to the
activity.
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Fig 3. Page of super admin

In the picture above, super admin has to login
and succeed. In the page for super admin there
is some content that can be used such as
organize all activities.

Fig. 5 Page of overtime
In the above view can be explained that the
admin can manage employee overtime data, so
that on the payroll process employees will get
a salary according to what has been done. If
employees often get or do work overtime, then
the employee's income will be greater, but if
employees do not do overtime, then the
income is also not too much.

Fig 4. Page of employee
In the picture above, admin can process
employee data by entering employee data,
change employee data and delete employee
data.
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deficiencies than the proposed system, such as
the possibility for data to be corrupted, lost or
altered. By using computerized payroll data
processing application system is expected to
assist in providing solutions to troubleshooting
the current system. With digital storage such as
using a database, excessive paper usage and
archive storage can be resolved, so that faster
work is done. With this payroll system, it can
shorten the processing time of payroll data and
reduce the problem of human error in the
calculation of the salary of employees, can
produce payroll reports quickly and accurately,
expected payments can be accelerated, and
there are restrictions on access rights to each
user for avoiding unauthorized parties to access
data freely.
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